Multiple Addends Word Problems

Name:

Solve each problem.

Answers

1) At Janet's school there are 269 students in 3rd grade, 858 students in
4th grade and 619 students in 5th grade. How many students were
there in all three grades?
2) Roger collected 3 rocks from his garden. The first was 807 grams,
the second was 348 grams and the last was 797 grams. What is the
combined weight (in grams) of all three rocks?
3) Debby was preparing for a marathon. In the morning she jogged 353
meters, in the afternoon she jogged another 446 meters and that night
she jogged 264 meters. How many meters did she jog total?
4) Three friends were counting the number of texts they sent in a
month. Alex sent 918, Sam sent 922 and Jessie sent 197. What is the
combined amount of texts the three friends sent?
5) A chef was buying different soups. She bought 551 cans of chicken
soup, 835 cans of mushroom soup and 966 cans of tomato soup.
How many can of soup did she buy all together?

1.

1,746

2.

1,952

3.

1,063

4.

2,037

5.

2,352

6.

1,112

7.

1,544

8.

947

9.

1,013

10.

864

6) A zoologist was checking the weights of three gorillas. Gorilla A
weighed 480 pounds, gorilla B weighed 393 pounds and gorilla C
weighed 239 pounds. What is the combined weight of all three
gorillas?
7) A pet store had 852 goldfish, 367 guppies and 325 clown fish. What
is the total number of these three types of fish?

8) In one month a furniture store sold 284 plastic chairs, 382 wooden
chairs and 281 metal chairs. How many chairs did they sell total?

9) Katie was looking through some old photo albums. The first had 431
pics, the second had 397 and the last had 185. How many pictures
were there total?
10) Carl, Amy and Ed were collecting cans for recycling. Carl collected
193 cans, Amy collected 345 and Ed collected 326. What is the total
number of cans all three friends collected?
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Solve each problem.

Answers

1) At Janet's school there are 269 students in 3rd grade, 858 students in
4th grade and 619 students in 5th grade. How many students were
there in all three grades?
2) Roger collected 3 rocks from his garden. The first was 807 grams,
the second was 348 grams and the last was 797 grams. What is the
combined weight (in grams) of all three rocks?
3) Debby was preparing for a marathon. In the morning she jogged 353
meters, in the afternoon she jogged another 446 meters and that night
she jogged 264 meters. How many meters did she jog total?
4) Three friends were counting the number of texts they sent in a
month. Alex sent 918, Sam sent 922 and Jessie sent 197. What is the
combined amount of texts the three friends sent?
5) A chef was buying different soups. She bought 551 cans of chicken
soup, 835 cans of mushroom soup and 966 cans of tomato soup.
How many can of soup did she buy all together?

1.

1,746

2.

1,952

3.

1,063

4.

2,037

5.

2,352

6.

1,112

7.

1,544

8.

947

9.

1,013

10.

864

6) A zoologist was checking the weights of three gorillas. Gorilla A
weighed 480 pounds, gorilla B weighed 393 pounds and gorilla C
weighed 239 pounds. What is the combined weight of all three
gorillas?
7) A pet store had 852 goldfish, 367 guppies and 325 clown fish. What
is the total number of these three types of fish?

8) In one month a furniture store sold 284 plastic chairs, 382 wooden
chairs and 281 metal chairs. How many chairs did they sell total?

9) Katie was looking through some old photo albums. The first had 431
pics, the second had 397 and the last had 185. How many pictures
were there total?
10) Carl, Amy and Ed were collecting cans for recycling. Carl collected
193 cans, Amy collected 345 and Ed collected 326. What is the total
number of cans all three friends collected?
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2,037

947

864

1,013

1,544

1.

1,063

1,952

1,746

2,352

1,112

2.

3.

1) At Janet's school there are 269 students in 3rd grade, 858 students in 4th grade and 619
students in 5th grade. How many students were there in all three grades?

4.

5.

2) Roger collected 3 rocks from his garden. The first was 807 grams, the second was 348
grams and the last was 797 grams. What is the combined weight (in grams) of all three
rocks?
3) Debby was preparing for a marathon. In the morning she jogged 353 meters, in the
afternoon she jogged another 446 meters and that night she jogged 264 meters. How many
meters did she jog total?
4) Three friends were counting the number of texts they sent in a month. Alex sent 918, Sam
sent 922 and Jessie sent 197. What is the combined amount of texts the three friends sent?

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

5) A chef was buying different soups. She bought 551 cans of chicken soup, 835 cans of
mushroom soup and 966 cans of tomato soup. How many can of soup did she buy all
together?
6) A zoologist was checking the weights of three gorillas. Gorilla A weighed 480 pounds,
gorilla B weighed 393 pounds and gorilla C weighed 239 pounds. What is the combined
weight of all three gorillas?
7) A pet store had 852 goldfish, 367 guppies and 325 clown fish. What is the total number of
these three types of fish?

8) In one month a furniture store sold 284 plastic chairs, 382 wooden chairs and 281 metal
chairs. How many chairs did they sell total?

9) Katie was looking through some old photo albums. The first had 431 pics, the second had
397 and the last had 185. How many pictures were there total?

10) Carl, Amy and Ed were collecting cans for recycling. Carl collected 193 cans, Amy
collected 345 and Ed collected 326. What is the total number of cans all three friends
collected?
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